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 WE EUROPEANS 

B. WE EUROPEAN: THE QUIZ 

1. SOCIOLOGY ISSUES 

 
 At the city or the countryside?  

(Percentage of the population, who lives in the countryside)   

- Countries where there are very few rural  

First Sweden 16,8  

Belgium 2,9   

- Countries where there is a little rural   

France 25  

Norway 26.4  

- Countries where there are no badly rural  

Hungary 34.5 

Italy 33,3   

- Countries where there are many rural  

Portugal 63,5  

Romania 43, 2   

 

 Which sport do you prefer on television?  

(Sport program more looked at by country)  

- Football:  France, Italy, Romania, Belgium, Hungary  

- Ski:  Austria, Norway 

- Basket Ball:  Greece  

- Hockey:  Finland  

- Hand ball:  Denmark  

- Hippism:  The United Kingdom 

 

 Governments 

(% Of ministers which are women at the beginning of 2001)   

- Country where there are almost as many women as men 

Sweden (47%)   

- The countries where there is half minus women that men  

France (29%)  

Belgium (20%)   

- The countries where there are much less women than men  

Romania (19%)  

Italy (16%)   

- Those where there is little or not at all women  
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Poland (0%)   

 

 Marriage or Free Union  

(% Of births out off marriage by country)   

- Countries where the marriage largely dominates …  

Spain (11,7)  

Italy   (9)   

Greece (3.7) 

- Those where it is in competition …  

Slovakia (15,3)  

Romania (23) 

Hungary  (26.6)   

- Those where the Free Union is almost or already majority …  

France   (40)  

Norway (49) 

Iceland  (64)   

 

 

 

 Work and Women  

(% Of the 15 years old women and more who work)   

- Countries where many women work 

Iceland (67,9)  

Estonia (61,7)   

- Countries where more half of the women work  

Norway (58,5)  

Portugal (50,6)   

- Countries where less than half of the women work  

Hungary (48,4)  

France (47,8)   

- Countries where few women work 

Italy  (38,2)  

Ireland (35,9)   

Romania ??? 

 

 

 First Child   

(According to the average age of the first childbirth)  

- Austria  (27,8)  

- Belgian  (28,5)  

- France  (29,1)  

- Italy   (29,6)  
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- Netherlands  (30,1)  

 

 Have confidence?   

(% Of people which believes that one can make confidence with the majority of 

people)   

- Those which have confidence…  

Norway (61%)   

- Those which have less confidence…  

Ireland (47%)  

Italy (35%)  

Belgium (31%)   

- Those which are wary…  

Bulgaria (29%)  

France (21%)  

Romania (16%)   

 

2. NATURE ISSUES 

 

 Nuclear energy  

(Percentage of the electric production which is of  nuclear origin by country in 

1998)   

- Countries where it provides more half of electricity  

Lithuania 77, France 76, Belgium 55   

- Those where it provides more than 1/4 of electricity  

Switzerland 41, Slovenia 38, Hungary 36   

- Those where it is marginal  

Russia 13, Romania 10   

- Those where there is no nuclear energy  

Italy, Poland, Greece, Austria, Norway   

 

 

 

 Quality of Air 

(0 is the word average, over is good, under is bad)  

- Sweden 1.45 

- Norway  1.02 

- France 0.7 

- Romania 0.18 

- Italy  -0.74 

- Bulgaria -1.87 
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 Use of Fertiliser 

(In tonne per square km) 

- Ireland 43.2  

- France  13.4 

- Norway 12.3 

- Italy  8.4 

- Hungary  5.4 

- Romania ?? 

- Portugal  4.0 

 

 Water Resource  

(In cubes per year per. capita)  

- Island  605 049 

- Norway  85 560 

- France 3 047 

- Italy  2 804 

- Hungary 598 (last one)  

- Romania ??? 

 

 

 

 Birds in Danger 

(Prosent of species in danger in the country)  

- Tcheq republic 66.1 

- Italy    24.7 

- Hungary  18.8 

- France  14.3 

- Norway   6.3 
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3. CULTURE AND TRADITION ISSUES 

 

 Temperance is in North! 

(Average consumption of litters of pure alcohol per people (+ 15 years) and per 

year) 

- Countries where one drinks much:  

Luxembourg (11,8)  

France (11,1)   

- Countries where one drinks fairly  

Austria (9,8)  

Belgium (9)  

Italy (8,2)   

- Countries where one drinks little:  

The United Kingdom (7,6)  

Iceland (3,7)   

 

 You eat meat? 

(Meat yearly consumption per capita, in kg)   

- Countries where one eats some much 

Austria (106)  

France (98)  

Belgium (90)   

- Countries where one eats some fairly:  

Ireland (88)  

Italy (85)   

- Countries where one eats little of it:  

United Kingdom (73)  

Turkey (19)   

 

 Eat vegetables! 

(Vegetable yearly consumption per capita in kg)   

- Countries where one eats much of it  

Greece (234)  

Italy (150)  

France (125)  

- Those where one eats some fairly  

Switzerland (88)  

Hungary (80)   

- Countries where one eats little of it  

Austria (75)  

Iceland (39)   

 

 Eat Fish!  

(Fish yearly consumption per capita in kg)   

- Norway 50 kg 

- France  26 kg 

- Italy   22 kg 

- Hungary 4 kg 

- Romania ??? 

 


